A STEP FORWARD.

Beginning in 2010, LPI-IP is the industry’s most comprehensive inspection program combined with
intentional customer service that respects your time and sense of urgency.
LPI-IP spans the full spectrum of national standards. Our leadership team and inspectors are experts in the
discipline, combining to deliver inspection, certiﬁcation, speciﬁcation, design consulting and review,
interpretation and other services to meet the needs of property owners, architects, engineers, general
contractors and homeowners.

INSPECTIONS & APPLICATIONS
Master Installation Certiﬁcate Inspection
This general certificate covers lightning protection systems for single structures, certifying compliance with
the specified standards. A single structure encompasses all its connected parts, including common walls,
firewalls, walkways and other elements.
Extended Master Installation Certiﬁcate Inspection
This inspection includes all aspects of the Master Installation Certificate Inspection. Additionally, it includes
ground electrode resistance testing and continuity testing per specified military standards.
Reconditioned Master Installation Certiﬁcate Inspection
A general certificate covering systems previously certified with the LPI-IP Master Certificate or equivalent
level. Structures having undergone alteration to square footage and/or footprint are ineligible for the
reconditioned certificate, and require a new LPI-IP Master Certificate or Limited Scope Inspection.
Limited Scope Inspection
Limited Scope Inspections cover only a portion of a system, limited to that specified scope of work. They
do not certify that an entire system or structure is in compliance with any national standard.
Deviation Appeal
For appealing deviations received during the inspection process.
Formal Interpretation
LPI-IP interprets national lightning protection standards, delivering an actionable plan to move you
forward.

THE LPI-IP ADVANTAGE
LPI-IP has optimized every aspect of its customer service. We are nimble and responsive. Each LPI-IP
professional is empowered and resourced to provide you the answers you need, when you need them. A
sense of prudent urgency drives every interaction, from the application process to final certification. We
transfer knowledge, strengthening our partnership with you.

LPI-IP

OTHER
INSPECTION
AGENCIES

Inspection by a nationally recognized, third party testing laboratory

On-site visual inspection of finished roof top lightning protection system

Inspection of concealed grounding, bonding and through-roof connections

Lightning protection system design review by a professional engineer

Installation accomplished by formally tested and certified installers

Mandatory continuing education and testing of installers

Economical certification fees

Professional, timely review and resolution for all inquiries

Receives and utilizes ongoing and constant input to program by users

For over 50 years, the LPI has been dedicated to lightning safety.
By requiring an LPI-IP certification, you can ensure safety for people and property on your project.
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